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Abstract. Thick tungsten coatings have been produced by chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
from H2-WF6 at a temperature in the range 773-1073 K under a reduced pressure. The exper-

imental set-up was
designed for m situ Rarnan analysis of the gas phase (temperature and

WF6 concentration) during the growth of tungsten coatings. A two dimensional mass trans-

port model
was proposed. It assumes a

simple chemical pathway. Only the H2 reduction of

WF6 on the substrate was taken into account. The major objective of the present paper is to

report on
ii) the experimental deposition rates and the rate values calculated by the model,

iii) the values of temperature and gas phase composition deduced from Raman spectroscopy

measurements and the values of these quantities obtained by numerical calculations. Within the

range of process parameters investigated, the predictive capabilities of the numerical modelling

are demonstrated; in addition the temperature and WF6 Partial pressure measurements can
be

recorded by
a

Rarnan equipment during the deposition process.

1. Introduction

In recent years, a considerable interest was devoted to chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of

tungsten films for microelectronic applications ii-?]. Tungsten is a suitable metal to produce
interconnect lines in microelectronics devices owing to its relatively low resistivity IS.2 pfl cm),

good electromigration resistance and its thermal expansion coefficient similar to that of sili-

con. Up to 5 mm thick tungsten coatings have been produced by the hydrogen reduction of

WF6 under various operating conditions (temperatures, partial pressures, flow rates, reactor

geometry...) [8]:
WF6 + 3H2

-
W + 6HF ii

Recently, numerical models for CVD process of tungsten films, at a temperature in the range
600-800 K under a reduced total pressure varying from 100 to 1000 Pa and for WF6 dilution

fib Les Editions de Physique 1995
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from 0.I to 6 mot%, based upon some combination of heat, mass and momentum transfer were

presented [9-16]. In these studies the deposition rate of tungsten films was assumed to be

controlled by a surface reaction step.
Different rate-controlling steps for the sunace reaction were proposed, namely the dissocia-

tive adsorption of hydrogen, the sunace reaction between hydrogen and fluorine adatoms or the

desorption of hydrogen fluoride ii-?]. Recently, the growth kinetics of tungsten films produced
by CVD was re-examined. The HF desorption may be the rate-limiting step as the reaction

order with respect to the hydrogen pressure is equal to 0.5 [2-5]. The phbnomenological form

of the rate law generally assumed for reaction ii) is:

~"~C
" ~~~TFo~~/ CXP l~

~)
(2)

where Pwfo and PH~ are the reactant partial pressures and E the apparent activation energy
(about 66 kJ mol~~). More details concerning the surface reaction mechanisms can be found

in recent studies [4,5].
By linking the conservation equations to kinetic data, modelling studies have been performed

to optimize the process and the equipment [9,15]. Industrial equipment for selective tungsten
deposition have been optimized by accurate modelling studies including not only the main

reactive species (H2, WF6 and HF) but also reactive intermediates WF~ and Sify which are

considered responsible for selectivity loss [15]. The calculations have shown that it was possible

to reduce the HF concentration near the substrate surface by changes in the reactor design.
When moving towards a higher temperature range (773 K-1073 K) and a higher pressure

range (1000 to 4000 Pa),
even using higher WF6 Partial pressures, the growth kinetics of

tungsten films can become mass-transport controlled. The major purpose of the present work

is to delimit the different rate-limiting regimes in the 773 K 1073 K temperature range from the

deposition rate of tungsten films, mass transport modelling and in-sitit Raman diagnostics of

the gas phase (temperature and WF6 concentration). This last technique was used by Fotiadis

et al. [17] to measure the inert gas temperature in a CVD reactor. Under the experimental
conditions (temperature and pressure) investigated, Rarnan scattering was observed to be very

weak. The measurements from spectral signals originating from spontaneous Raman effect

are difficult to perform. These limitations can be overcome using either non-linear techniques,
such as Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (C.A.R.S.) [18] or the equipment developed
in this work in which spontaneous Raman permits to record a fair spectrum of the vapor of a

good scatterer (CioHs) under a pressure of 11.5 Pa at room temperature. Having in view this

study, we also discussed and improved the reliability of Raman intensity measurements, from

which the temperature and the composition of the gas phase are determined, and developed

new methods.

2. Raman Measurements

2.1. THE RAMAN EQUIPMENT~ This equipment was already described in detail [19, 20].
The excitation of the spontaneous Raman spectrum was obtained by placing the reactor inside

the modified cavity of a commercial argon laser (Highlight of Coherent Radiation, power output

warranted 4 W all lines). The front mirror of the laser was removed and the resonant cavity

was completed by a lens if
=

0.20 m) and a spherical mirror (R
=

0.20 m) of maximum

reflectance for 1
=

500 nm
(Fig. 1). Using the intra-cavity configuration the output laser

power could not be determined since no light was emitted by the system; however, the radiation

density exciting the gas phase was about 50 times higher than the density obtained with the
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Fig. 1. a) Cross section of the reactor: A Plane mirror. B Laser tube. C Lens f
=

0.20 m.
D

Spherical mirror R
=

0.20 m. E Ca F2 windows. F Graphite substrate. G Gas mixture inlet. H

Pressure measurement. I Exit. b) Schematic representation for modelling studies (dimensions
are

in mm).

conventional laser configuration. The laser was operated in the longitudinal mode to produce
the highest radiation density. In addition, a diaphragm was placed in the cavity to obtain a

pure transversal mode (TEMOO). The blue line (489 nm)
was preferred to the green one for

such an intra-cavity excitation, since the density of the radiation obtained was less sensitive to

a possible absorption inside the cavity.
The intensified multi-channel OMARS 89 spectrometer from Dilor (France) was equipped

with a dispersive system of a 0.32 m
focal length with a grating of1800 grooves mm~~ The

geometrical slitwidth was typically 200 pm, corresponding to a spectral bandwidth of 8 cm~~.

The beams of the scattered light entering the spectrometer and falling on the diode array of

the multi-channel detection originated from a gas volume whose cross-section was a
rectangle

of (280 x 57) pm~. This defines the spatial resolution achieved in the experiments.

2.2. THE CVD REACTOR. The experimental CVD reactor, equipped with three optical
windows for the excitation and observation of the Raman scattering, was a scaled model of an

industrial CVD reactor (Fig. 1). The CVD chamber was made of stainless steel, with a water-

cooled jacket. The Brewsterian windows for the laser beam were placed at the end of muffs as
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long as possible, in order to prevent any deposition of reaction products on fluorite windows.

Theses muffs were also water-cooled. The graphite substrate (disc of 33 mm in diameter and

10 mm in height), was inductively heated and its temperature was measured by means of a

thermocouple. The maximum output power oi the high irequency generator was 3 kW and 50

to 80% oi the maximum power was allowed in the loop according to the required temperature.
Insoiar as the reaction had reached a steady rate, the temperature remained iairly constant

for several hours. The flow rates of reactant gases (H2 and WF6) were controlled by mass

flowmeters. Since the flow proceeded downstream, the deposition of tungsten occurred with

velocity, temperature and species concentration fields interacting among themselves through

mass transport and chemical reactions. The laser bearn was focused just above the substrate

suriace along the axis oi the reactor. In order to vary the distance oi the studied point irom

the substrate suriace, the substrate holder was vertically moved by a micrometer screw, all the

other parts oi the'reactor and the laser beam remaining fixed.

2.3. RAMAN INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS. The temperature and composition oi the gas
phase were determined by Raman intensity measurements, or, more precisely, calculated irom

the intensity ratio oi two Raman lines, the intensity oi the Raman signal (line or band) being
defined by its area. Experiments were designed to investigate ii) the stability oi the intensity
ratio oi two Raman lines over a one day experiment, with a given optical and spectral adjust-
ment and (it) the reproducibility oi an intensity ratio after a complete resetting of the optical
and spectral adjustments [19]. In typical experiments, 100 recordings were made over one day
and the intensity ratio Ij=2 II

j=i
of the rotation lines of hydrogen due to the transitions start-

ing irom the rotational levels J
=

2 and J
=

1 respectively was measured. For the stability,

we
found

a standard deviation oi 0.025%
over one day, corresponding, at room temperature,

to a standard deviation oi 0.06 K. For the reproducibility, we obtained deviations oi about

0.15% irom one adjustment to another, corresponding, at room temperature, to temperature
deviations oi 0.4 K.

2.4. TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS. The temperature in the gas phase was indepen-
dently determined irom the spectral signals oi hydrogen and tungsten hexafluoride, by two

different methods. Both methods directly or indirectly based on the Boltzmann's law /orre-
sponded to quite different experimental approaches.

For hydrogen, we used the temperature dependence oi the intensity ratio oi two rotational

lines, according to the following equation [20]:

1/T
=

li/Tcai) lk/hc)lFlJ2) FlJi )l~~LnllI2T/TIT)/lI2cai/Iicai
)1

in which:

T~~, is a calibration temperature (typically 298 K), and T the temperature to be determined,
F(J2) and F(Ji)

are the rotational spectral terms corresponding to the rotational quantum
numbers J2 and Ji respectively, 12 and Ii are the apparent intensities of the rotational lines

corresponding to the transitions starting irom the levels J2 and Ji respectively (in most ex-

periments, Ji
"

1 and J2
"

2). The iurther subscript, T or cal, reiers to the temperature. k,
h and c are Boltzmann, Planck and light velocity constants.

The temperature oi tungsten hexafluoride was determined irom the alteration of the profile
of the vi band (772 cm~~ which is temperature dependent, according to analytical expressions

in the frost iavourable cases, and that can be used ior temperature determinations [21-23].
During this work we have developed a more empirical method [24], based on the alteration oi

a
profile which may be very accurate.
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Fig. 2. 3-D representation of Rarnan spectra of the reactive mixtures at various distances from the

substrate (10, 5, 2.5 mm) and for di%erent substrate temperatures. The
common parameters for both

experiments are: P
=

4000 Pa; initial mole fraction ratio of WF61 4 mol % inlet flow rate
=

200

sccm
(STP). Distance from the substrate: IA) 10 mm, (B) 5 mm, (C) 2.5 mm.

a) Tsubst.
#

773 K. b)
Tsubst

=
923 K. Raman signals. 1 and 3: rotational fines of H2. 2 vi of WF6, 4 and 5: rotational

lines of HF.

The three Raman signals used ior temperature determination, namely the two rotational

lines oi hydrogen at /ho
=

586.7 and 813.4 cm~~ and the vi band oi tungsten hexafluoride at

/hR
=

772 cm~~,
were simultaneously recorded with our multichannel spectrometer ior a given

point oi the gas phase, and were well separated (Fig. 2). The temperature values obtained

irom each chemical species were iound to be somewhat different (Table I); various reasons can

be invoked to explain these deviations:

ii) the temperatures were obtained by two different methods; with the method used ior tungsten
hexafluoride, the noise oi the recording obviously resulted in an error by excess,

(it) with a gas stream direction normal to the substrate suriace, the gas mixture was out oi

thermal equilibrium, especially near the substrate,
(iii) tungsten hexafluoride absorbs inirared wavelength (and not hydrogen).
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Table I. E~ampies of resitlts obtained by Raman diagnostics. (e~penmental conditions of
Fig. 3).

Tsubstrate
"

773 K, Total pressure =
4 kPa

Distance from the Temperature Temperature

substrate (mm) determined from H2 determined from WF6

10 655 640

5 729 744

2.5 779 792

Tsubstrate
=

1073 K, Total pressure =
4 kPa

5 1014 1039

2.5 1065 l105

For the comparison with the modelling studies, we retained a molar iraction weighed average

temperature, according to: T
=

xwF~TwF~ + XH~TH~ where xwf~ and xH~ are the molar

iractions oi WF6 and H2, TWF~ and TH~ the temperatures oi WF6 and H2 respectively.

2.5. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION MEASUREMENT. The Raman signals oi HF (its unique
vibrational band and the rotation lines) were very weak. As a result, the temperature and

the mole fraction of HF could not be accurately determined. For validation oi the modelling,
only the mole iraction ratios xwfo /xH~ were determined irom the ratio of the Raman intensity
of the vi band oi tungsten hexafluoride to the intensity oi the strongest rotational line oi

hydrogen, issued irom the J
=

1 level. A calibration was periormed from a mixture of known

composition, at a room temperature out oi the range oi the reaction between the two species.
In the reactive gas phase, the measured intensity ratio must be corrected irom temperature
dependence, which is not the same ior both Raman signals, according to the iollowing equation:

iXwF~/XH~)T
"

iXwF~/XH~)caiiilwfo/IH~)T/iIwF~/IH~)caii

X ill expi-0v;b /Ti)/il eXPi~°v>b /Tcaii )i

x
jZrot,H2,T~a,/ZrotH2>T)jexpj-Fjl)hc/kTjlexpj-Fjl)hc/kT~a,j)
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in which xwf~/xH~ is the ratio oi the mole iraction of tungsten hexafluoride to the mole

fraction oi hydrogen, Iwfo/IH~ is the intensity ratio oi the vi band oi tungsten hexafluoride

to the intensity oi the (J
=

1
~

J
=

3) rotational line oi hydrogen, 0v;b is the vibrational

characteristic temperature corresponding to the vi mode oi tungsten hexafluoride, Zr~tH~ is

the partition iunction oi rotation oi hydrogen (which must be calculated as a sum and not as

an integral) and F(1) is the rotational spectral term oi hydrogen ior J
=

1.

The subscript ~~cal" reiers to the calibration experiment, T as a variable or a subscript reiers

to the temperature at which molar iraction ratio is determined.

Two series oi typical Raman spectra are given in a 3 D representation in Figure 2, each

3 D series corresponds to an experiment. The three spectra in Figure 2 were obtained irom

measurements periormed with different distances between the substrate suriace and the laser

beam. All the experimental parameters were maintained constant, except the temperature oi

the substrate. In each series, the temperature evolution was characterized by the evolution

oi the intensity ratio oi the rotational lines oi hydrogen and the consumption oi tungsten
hexafluoride was deduced from the decrease in intensity of its vi Raman peak.

3. Modelling of Tungsten Deposition

The model is based on multicomponent mass transport and only the surface reaction (1) (no
homogeneous reaction) was considered.

3.1. GENERAL EQUATIONS. The meaning oi symbols used in various equations is given in

Appendix A.

The two-dimensional hydrodynamic model for the gas flow, described by equations (B.1)
and (B.2), Appendix B, is based on the iollowing assumptions, namely steady-state conditions,

laminar gas flow and the validity oi the ideal gas law ior the evaluation oi density variations.

The energy expression given by equation (B.3) (Appendix B) is established assuming that:

the dissipation and pressure terms as well as the emission and absorption oi heat radiation by

the gases are negligible.
Because of the high concentration of reactive gases, the flow and energy equations are cou-

pled to the species balance equations which, ior the i~~ species in a N-component system are

presented in Appendix B. The last term in equation (B.4), Si, represents the formation and

consumption oi the i~~ species by gas-phase reactions (homogeneous reactions). We have as-

sumed no homogeneous reaction (Si
=

0). For tungsten deposition we have assumed that the

deposition process is fully determined by surface chemistry on the heated substrate (heteroge-

neous reaction which will be described as a boundary condition). The number of species (N)

is 3 (WF6 Ii), HF (2) and H2 (3)).
When the heat and mass transport processes are coupled, as in multi-component and/or

non-isothermal diffusion (commonly encountered in film growth), then the simple phenomeno-

logical Fick's law is extended [25]. Multicomponent effects are minor in dilute mixtures and are

accurately described with the binary form of Fick's law. Multicomponent diffusion is most sim-

ply described by generalizing the binary diffusion to a N-component system [26]. In equation
(B.6) the D~ are multicomponent diffusion coefficients.

By defining thermal diffusion coefficient D$ related to the Soret coefficients, the thermo-

diffusion flux is described by equation (B.7) in Appendix B. Kleijn [9] has proposed different

expressions for the multi-component thermal diffusion coefficients based on the kinetic theory.

He pointed out that in gas mixtures containing significant amounts of both heavy and light

gas molecules (like WF6 and H2)> the accurate evaluation of thermal diffusion coefficient may
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be important and approximations may lead to large discrepancies. So, we have calculated the

more accurate values of D$
as proposed and described in reference [9].

The transport coefficients (p,I,Cp) of each gas species and the binary ordinary diffusion

coefficients were calculated from Chapman-Enskoog kinetic theory, assuming Lennard-Jones

[6-12] interaction potentials [27]. The common rules were used to calculate the transport
coefficients of the gas mixture as a function of pressure, temperature and gas concentration [24].

3.2. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. Boundary conditions must be specified for the velocity
vector, temperature and concentrations of species:

non-slip conditions: it = u =
0 at the bounding walls (Tga~ =

Twa,,),
isothermal side wall and induction coil: T

=
300 K,

specified inlet temperature (300 K) and substrate temperature,
specified species concentration in the inflow,

zero species diffusion on non-reacting walls.

On the substrate, the H2 reduction of WF6 takes place; the surface reaction rate R~ (in
kg m~~ s~~) was deduced from equation (2). The deposition rate G of tungsten was calculated

from:

G
=

ll~ ~~

Pwmi

For a very fast chemical reaction, the mass-transport limited regime is reached and the

deposition rate approaches the maximum diffusive flux on the substrate surface. The boundary
conditions are on the substrate:

wi =
o

~ (P~°lV + 31 + 3i~ ~(~' (P~°2V + 32 + 3i~

The deposition rate of tungsten G was calculated from:

G
= n

(pwiv + Ji + J)) ~~

pwml

The series of governing equations were numerically solved in two-dimensional, axisymmetric
form by the finite element method using Flux-Expert simulator [28, 29]. For most calculations,
about 2000 grid points were used. The grid independence was checked using more grid points

(2000-5000). The deposition rate variations were less than 2%. The calculations were carried

out on a SUN sparcstation 2. To reach the convergence on the standard grid for the resolution

of the coupled equations, about 6 hours cpu were needed.

3.3. GENERAL FEATURES OF THE GAS FLOW. Some examples of the distribution of

the gas flow velocity in the CVD reactor are shown in Figure 3. Some recirculation flow

pattern region caused by the small inlet tube can be identified at the entrance. In the 773 K

1073 K temperature range, for the lowest pressure used (P
=

4 x 10~ Pa), for an inlet

flow of 200 sccm (8 sccm WF6) a perfect laminar flow was established near the substrate.

At higher pressures (P
=

10~ Pa), buoyancy-driven flows, caused by thermal and solutal

gradients, occur over and under the substrate (Fig. 3b). The temperature contours are shown

in Figure 4. Figure 5 illustrates the consumption of WF6 from the entrance to the substrate.

WF6 enters the reactor with a specified molar fraction of 4% and is totally consumed on the

substrate (mass-transport limited regime). It has been already shown that thermodiffusion is of

importance for the establishment of the concentration field [10-12]. Others results concerning

the flow, temperature and concentration fields can be found in reference [10-12].
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Fig. 3. Model predictions of the velocity field features for an inlet flow (STP) of 200 sccm, 8 sccm

WF6 (4%) and
a

substrate temperature of1073 K. al P
=

4 x10~ Pa; b) P
=

10~ Pa (enlarged View).

4. Comparison of Numerical Predictions with Experimental Results

Figure 6 shows an excellent agreement between the temperature dependence of the averaged
deposition rate, including the transition point where the reaction becomes mass-transport

limited, about 773 K, for a pressure of 4 x
10~ Pa, a total flow rate of 200 sccm and a WF6

molar fraction of 4% (8 sccm). The apparent activation energy, E (Eq.(2)) in the chemical

reaction controlled regime (for temperatures lower than 773 K for the experimental conditions

of Fig. 6), is about 65 kJ mol~~ The literature data are ranging from 60 to 70 kJ mol~~ [1-17].
When the pressure is lowered or when the amount of WF6 is increased, the transition point

is moved towards a higher temperature (about 860 K for a total pressure of 1000 Pa, a total

flow rate oi 200 sccm and a WF6 molar iraction of 8.5%). More details concerning Arrhenius

diagrams ior tungsten deposition can be iound in reierence [4]. The experimental and predicted
deposition rates are average values because the coating thickness over the cylindrical substrate

is not uniform. Its shape is rather complex compared to that oi the silicon wafers used in the

previous modelling studies [9-17]. The uniformity oi the coating thickness will be discussed

iurther.

Figure 7 shows the dependence oi the deposition rate on the hydrogen partial pressure

ior a fixed temperature (1073 K) and a fixed amount oi WF6 (160 Pa). At low H2 Partial

pressures (< 1500 Pa), the rate increases with increasing H2 Pressure. The deposition process

is in the chemical reaction controlled regime. Then, at higher H2 Partial pressures the rate

decreases as the H2 Partial pressure increases ior a fixed WF6 flow. The deposition rate

becomes mass transport controlled. The ieatures oi the modelling results are similar to those

oi the experimental results. Thereiore, the model always gives higher average deposition rates.

In the kinetically controlled regime, this is mainly caused by the fitting parameter E, which
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Fig. 4. Temperature contours inside the CVD reactor for the conditions of Figure 3a.

Fig. 5. Concentration contours of WF6 (mol %) inside the CVD reactor for the conditions of

Figure 3a) (line 1= 0.363%; line 12
=

3.63%; equirepartition between line 1 and 12).
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Fig. 6. Arrhenius plot for
a

total pressure of 4 x
10~ Pa, an inlet flow of 200 sccm (8

sccm WF6
(4%)). (-) Modelling results; (.) experimental points.

have been averaged within the investigated experimental range. In the transport controlled

region, the model assumes an infinite rate of reaction, translated by a zero boundary condition

ior WF6 mass iraction. A near-zero mass fraction would lower the deposition rate. An other
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(1073 K),
a

fixed partial pressure of WF6 (160 Pa) and a
total flow rate of 200 sccm.

(-) Modelling
results (.) experimental points.

source of deviation would be the evolution of the transport coefficients with the temperature
and concentration of the gas mixture. This rapid discussion about the uncertainties associated

with the boundary conditions on rather complex reactive areas and with transport coefficients

evidences that a sensitivity analysis would be performed.

The results presented above concerned average deposition rates and their comparison with

average model predictions owing to the shape of the substrate and to the thickness variations.

They have clearly shown the transition between kinetic and mass transport limited regimes. It

is interesting to note that the trends obtained are similar to those obtained by Mc Inerney et

al. [7] dealing with high pressure CVD tungsten at lower temperatures (< 700 K). With these

averaged results, we think that the models proposed for the high temperature deposition of

tungsten can be applied to different reactor geometry.

Within the range of the operating parameters explored, the growth rate is sometimes non-

uniform over the substrate. The flux of the depositing species is proportional to both the

concentration gradient due to diffusive and convective effects and to the deposition area. We

have shown that the mass-transport limited regime occurs at temperature higher than 773 K

for a total flow rate of 200 sccm, a total pressure of 4000 Pa and a H2 4% WF6 mixture.

As a base case, we have chosen these process conditions within this regime to discuss about

the spatial non-uniformity oi the deposition. Figure 8 depicts the variations oi the deposition

rate at 1073 K. These results, confirmed experimentally, can be explained by convective effects

at the substrate edges and near the induction coil and the rapid depletion oi WF6 along the

substrate. Figure 9 depicts more clearly the uniiormity of the coating on the top suriace oi

the substrate. When the pressure is lowered and when the concentration of WF6 is increased

up to 8%, the uniformity is improved. The model over-predicts the variations at the edge
of the substrate; this is mainly due to the abrupt changes in boundary conditions within the

model. In spite of these discrepancies, there is a good agreement between the trends obtained

by modelling and experimental results. More refined diagnostics will be now presented in

order to control the accuracy of the proposed model rather than to discuss about the transport
phenomena leading to tungsten deposition.
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Fig. 8. Schematic representation of the uniformity of the coating for
an

inlet flow of 200 sccm, 8

sccm WF6 (4%),
a

total pressure of 4 x
10~ Pa and

a
substrate temperature of1073 K (only the right

part of the substrat is shown).

Table II. Comparison between measitred and predicted ualites assitming that the deposition

process is mass transport controlled.

Toia< flowraie 2U> sccn>

DistJncc <rum sub~trJie Avcmged memurcd Computed iempcraturc WF6 mu< fmcuon measured WF6 mo< fiJLiton compuicd

T= K

2 5 745 728 0 <4 0 <5

5 7>2 685 019

T= 923 K

2 5 843 867 Ii 13 (1 12

5 820 808 0 18i n 14

K

2 5 9i)5 <002 0 <4 0 <0

5 978 Q~2 fl ii) ii 17

Previous results have compared a model involving coupled phenomena and the main results

oi the reactive process: the deposition rate. More specific diagnostics are necessary to im-

prove the validation oi the software package developed. With the Raman equipment described

previously, we have measured temperature and concentrations of the reactive species in the

gas phase over the substrate during the deposition process. For a fixed total flow of 200 sccm

and different substrate temperatures, pressures and WF6 flow rates, temperature and WF6
concentration were measured and computed irom the substrate (z

=
0) to 5 mm above the

substrate along the symmetry axis. Tables II and III show the two sets oi results. They have

been obtained by two quite different approaches and without any fitting parameters. They

are presented without any sensitivity studies as raw data. For the modelling approach, the

transport coefficients were calculated irom the gas kinetic theory and the boundary conditions

fitted with averaged deposition rates. For the Raman approach, the results are the average
values oi

a series oi experiments. It is not possible, at present time, to discuss about the

discrepancies between the two sets oi results. They are inherent in the methods. It is only pos-

sible to point out that the results are oi the same order oi magnitude and that each approach

gives consistent results. These preliminary results are however encouraging and contribute to

demonstrate that the modelling approach is a potential tool ior tungsten CVD knowledge and

process optimization and that the Raman equipment is able to record data within the gas
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DEPOSITION RATE (pm/min)

T
=

773 K

P
=

4000 Pa

P (WF6)
=

160 Pa

0,4

0 5

ADIUS

a)

DEPOSITION RATE

T

P = 4000

P =
160

0,

0 5
lo

15

b)
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Table III. Comparison between measitred and predicted ualites assitming that the deposition

process is
kinetically controlled.

Total flow uric 200 sccm (STFJ Total rcssurc kPa WF6 mot traction 8,5%

T=773 K

Disl~ncc from sub~traic Averaged mcJsurcd Computed temperature WF6 mot frJciion measured WF6 mot trJcuon computed

<mml (cm ra(urc (K) (K) (x <021 (x 1021

2.5 750 730 3 44 3 35

5 72fl 688 3 8 3 ©

phase during the deposition process. However, only one flow rate has been studied. As we

have shown in Figure 3, convective effects can modify the flow features and consequently the

temperature and concentration fields. Further studies taking into account a wider range of

process parameters should be performed. Within the limits of the investigated experimental

range, numerical modelling should now be applied to an industrial configuration to check the

influence of the geometry and the influence oi process parameters on the deposition rate on

complex shaped substrates. It would be possible to delimit the geometric arteiacts irom the

changes in deposition kinetics.

5. Conclusion

A two-dimensional model has been developed ior the calculation of reactive mass transport

occurring during the deposition oi thick tungsten coatings at high temperatures (773 1073 K)
in a reactor resulting irom a scaled model of an industrial one. The agreement between the

computed and experimental results obtained from microscopic examinations and from in-sitit

Raman measurements demonstrates the validity oi the proposed model and its predictive ca-

pabilities. We have investigated a temperature range little studied owing to the importance
oi tungsten CVD processed at temperatures lower than 773 K ior metallization problems in

microelectronics. The physical and chemical phenomena involved during the high temperature
deposition process are similar to those observed at lower temperatures. Finally, we have shown

that the temperatures and the WF6 Partial pressures can be recorded by a Raman equipment
during the deposition process.

Appendix A

Notations

Rz suriace reaction rate (kg m~~ s~~)

v velocity vector (m s~~)
P pressure (Pa)

x~ species molar iraction oi species I

wi species mass iraction oi species I

T temperature (K)

g gravity vector (g
=

9.81 m s~~)

I unity tensor

J~ diffusive mass flux vector (kg m~~ s~~)
J$ thermc-diffusive mass flux vector (kg m~~ s~~)

R universal gas constant (8.314 J mol~~ K~~)

m
molar mass

oi the mixture (kg mol~~)
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mi molar mass of species (kg mol~~)

mw molar mass of tungsten (kg mol~~)
G growth rate (m s~~)
N number of gaseous species in the mixture

D~ multicomponent diffusion coefficients (m~ s~~)

p density (kg m~~)
I thermal conductivity of the gas mixture (W m~~ K~~)

p dynamic viscosity of the gas mixture (kg m~~ s~~)
Cp specific heat of the gas mixture (J kg~~ K~~)

n unity vector normal

Appendix B

General equations

V (pv)
=

0 (B.1)

V (pvv)
=

V (p(Vv + (Vv)~) )(V v) I) VP + pg (B.2)

CpV (pvT)
=

V ()VT) (B.3)

V (pvw~)
=

-V (J~ + J$) + S~ I
=

1...N (B.4)

N~j
wi =

1 (B.5)

1=1

N-i

-Ji
=

~j pD~jvwj (B.6)

J=i

-J$
=

D$ )
(B.7)
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